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The sound generated by high speed trains can be exacerbated by the presence of track-
side structures. Tunnels are the principal structures that have a strong influence on the 
noise produced by trains. A train entering a tunnel causes air to flow in and out of the 
tunnel portal, forming a monopole source of low frequency sound ["infrasound"] whose 
wavelength is large compared to the tunnel diameter. For the compact case, when the 
tunnel diameter is small, incompressible flow theory can be used to compute the Green's 
function that determines the monopole sound. However, when the infrasound is "shielded" 
from the far field by a large "flange" at the tunnel portal, the problem of calculating the 
sound pr,oduced in the far field is more complex. In this case, the monopole contribution 
can be calculated in a first approximation in terms of a modified Compact Green's function, 
whose pr,operties are determined by the value at the center of a. disk (modelling the flange) 
of a diffracted potential produced by a thin circular disk. In this thesis this potential is 
calculated numerically. The scattering of sound by a thin circular disk is investigated using 
the Finit,e Difference Method applied to the three dimensional Helmholtz equation subject 
to appro1priate boundary conditions on the disk. The solution is also used to examine the 
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A deterrent to the introduction of very high speed trains in urban areas is the noise gen-
erated by those trains. The sound is produced by the combined action of rapidly moving 
surfaces and vorticity. The matter becomes worse in the presence of stationary or other 
moving structures that can interact with the trains. Tunnels are the principal structures 
that have a strong influence on the noise produced by trains. In fact, a train entering a 
tunnel generates a compression wave that propagates ahead of the train, into the tunnel at 
the speed of sound. In a long tunnel the compressive wave front can experience nonlinear 
steeping ultimately manifested by a loud, impulse bang or 'crack' (called a micropressure 
wave) radiating from the distant tunnel exit when the compression wave arrives. In addi-
tion to the compression wave, inaudible low frequency pressure fluctuations (infrasound, 
at frequencies 10 - 20 Hz) are also radiated from the vicinity of the tunnel portal into the 
open air when the train enters (and leaves) the tunnel. These waves can vibrate and 'rattle' 
structures in neighboring buildings and constitute a potential environmental hazard [9]. 
Research to quantify analytically the noise produced in order eventually to eradicate the 
noise problem has been performed, based on powerful theories of fluid-structure interaction 
noise. In effect, the presence of solid boundaries in the vicinity of a sound source can 
greatly amplify it. For structures of small dimensions (compact bodies) compared to the 
wavelengths of the sound waves with which they interact, exact analytical results are 
available for the case where the observer is far away from the source of sound. In those 
cases the solution to the sound equation, which reduces to the Helmholtz equation in the 
1 
2 
frequency domain, is the modified free space Green's function that takes into account the 
interacting body. It is called the Compact Green's function for the compact case mentionied. 
For more complicated shapes, or for non-compact cases, finding the Green's function may 
be very complicated, and this is one of the cases where numerical approaches may be 
necessary. 
In this thesis the interaction of the sound produced by a point source with a circular 
thin disk is calculated numerically. The Finite Difference Method is used to solve the 
resulting 3-D Helmholtz equation on a uniform grid with appropriate boundary conditions 
that take into account the presence of the disk. The Conjugate Gradient Normal Residiual 
(CGNR)[2, 21J is used as the Krylov sub-space solver. The numerical method is used to 
solve the diffraction by the thin disk while an extension of this work not reported in this 
thesis will use the scattered field at the center of the disk, which is of a particular interest 
to estimate the optimal dimensions of a tunnel portal that will block the propagation of 
infrasound produced as the train enters the tunnel. The results are expected to benchmark 
the asymptotic cases of low and high frequencies as well as the general predictions of the 
distribution of the scattered field on the surface of the disk. Chapter 2 presents the common 
physical and numerical grounds before Chapter 3 explains the method used. Chapter 4 
validates the numerical procedure. In Chapter 5 the results obtained from the computatiion 
are presented and discussed. Chapter 6 is the conclusion. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
This section is a review of important concepts used in subsequent chapters. The physical, 
mathematical and numerical basis of the problem to be solved are concisely exposed. 
2.1 Physical background 
The study of noise produced by rigid bodies that interact with structures falls into the 
field of diffraction of near field pressure fluctuations. The scatterer can amplify the sound 
produced by a source in some regions as well as reduce or annihilate it in others such as 
in the shadows zones. Understanding the diffraction of sound waves appears to be critical 
in the construction of sound shields. A portal in the form of a wall at a tunnel entrance 
can, for example, constitute a shield against the propagation of sound. The assessment of 
the problem of a flanged portal forming the tunnel entrance is akin to that of the classical 
problem of diffraction by a disk. A train entering a tunnel produces air flow in and out of 
the tunnel and constitutes a monopole source of sound that radiates away from the tunnel 
(see figure 2-1). This monopole contribution to the sound generated in the far field can be 
in first approximation calculated using the modified compact Green's function 
g ~ {y1cos 0+ (I - cos 0)Y(y)} f,'(t- r- ~) 
4rrcolxl Co 
for a source near the tunnel entrance [9]. Y(y) is the Kirchhoff vector whose i-component 




Tunnel ./ Train ,__
Figure 2-1: Schema.tic view of the train-tunnel interaction problem 
having unit speed in the i-direction at large distance from the tunnel, y1 is the component 






• c0 is the speed of sound, 8 is 
the Dirac delta function and the ' 1 ' designates the derivative with respect to the retarded 
time t - T - M_ Q, in a. simplified form, can be written a.s 
Co 
~• loo -iw(t-r-~) g = - -iwa(w)e co dw 
2rr -oo 
where a(w) is a function of the frequency w and is proportional the acoustic potential at 
the center of the disk in the scattering problem. Here, ~• (y) is the velocity potential of 
incompressible flow out of the tunnel portal in the presence of an infinite flange. In the 
compact approximation, when the disk radius is small, a = C = constant, and 
g = c~*(y)o'(t-T - E:i). 
Co 
5 
Knowing<}* determines the Green's function for the train problem, i.e. the sound produced 
by the monopole source into the far field as the train enters the tunnel. For an observer in 
the far field (lxl :» 1), the holed portal can be approximated by a full disk (see figure 2·2). 
a( w) can then be calculated as the value at the center of the disk of the diffracted potential 
field by the thin circular disk. 
Although the problem of the diffraction of sound waves b:y a thin rigid disk can be 
solved exactly by means of the oblate spheroidal wave functions for which a substantial 
number of exact and asymptotic scattering formulas are available, tables of the oblate 
spheroid are yet incomplete. Indeed, if one does not restrict oneself to the case of the 
normal incidence, higher order wave functions are needed. Under this restriction, R. D. 
Spence [22] has developed some purely analytical results based on the wave functions of 
the oblate spheroid suitable for intermediate frequencies. A. Leitner [16] has obtained 
numerical results from the infinite series of eigenfunctions repre:senting the solution for the 
scattered field on the surface of a rigid disk of zero thickness for normal incidence for a 
restricted range of wave numbers and has been able to validate the Kirchhoff approximation 
with regard to the average values of the computed scattered fieldl. F.B. Sleator [5] has given 
a survey of literature and has discussed the scarceness of computed data. A fresher look 
at the problem was taken by G. Kristensson and P.C. Waterman [15] who have attempted 
semi-analytical approaches by computing the T matrix, or diffraction coefficient, in order 
to account for the edge effects for acoustic scattering by the disk; an approach inspired by 
the geometrical theory of diffraction by J. Keller [14]. Unfortunately, results of this early 
work are difficult to apply in practice because the formulae are not always easily tractable 
or do not cover the precise conditions of a problem. Only the as:ymptotic cases of Rayleigh 
scattering (long waves) and that of geometrical acoustics (short waves) usually yield simple 
analytical formulae for the scattered field. 
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Near field Far field 
The holed flanged portal The full disk 
Figure 2•2: Tunnel entrance: view from near field and far field 
2.2 Mathematical model 
Consider the equation 
Lf = -g (2.1) 
subject to certain boundary conditions, where L is a linear differential operator, g(x) is 
a given continuous function, /(x) is the unknown function, and x may be considered as a 
vector in then-dimensional space. The solution of Eq.(2.1) may be written as 
/(x) = / G(xly)g(y)dy (2.2) 
G(xly), in the integrand is called Green's function for the boundary value problem under 
consideration, and satisfies the equation: 
LG(xly) = -o(x - y) (2.3) 
7 
where o is the Dirac delta function. 
The Green's function has the following properties: 
1) It is symmetrical in x and y: 
G(xly) = G(ylx) (2.4) 
2) It is the solution to the homogeneous differential equation LG = 0 at all points except 
x = y, where a singularity occurs. 
The physical meaning of Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) is that the source g generates the field f. 
Green's function represents the field produced at x by the source of unit strength located 
at y. Therefore the field f is given by the integral over all the space-time positions of the 
source. A variant of Eq.(2.4) known as the reciprocal theorem will be discussed later. 
Now, let the differential operator L be that of the wave equation and the source term, 
g the impulsive point source J(x - y)J(t - r) and (x, y), (t, r) the usual space and time 
coordinates respectively. Eq.(2.3) becomes the wave equation generated by the impulsive 
point source located at x = y at time t - r: 
(2.5) 
where G = 0 for t < T. 
The solution of this equation in an unbounded medium is called the free space Green's 
function, where the phrase 'free space' shall be added to denote the absence of solid bound-
aries in the medium of propagation of the sound. The free space Green's function can be 
shown to be [10, 11]: 
1 lx-yl 
G(x,y,t-r)= I lo(t-r---). 
471' X - y Co 
(2.6) 
8 
Eq.(2.5) yields, by application of the transformations 
and 
-1100 . . ( G(x, y, t - r) = -
2 
G(x, y, w)e-iw t--r)dw, 
7r -oo 
the Helmholtz equation: 





k0 is the acoustic wave number. G is the free space Green's function for the Helmholtz 
equation and is the solution of the Helmholtz equation for each frequency w. It is explicitly 
given by: 
A -eikolx-yj 
G(x,y,w) = 4 I 1 · -,rx-y (2.10) 
In the latter expression interchanging x and y has no effect mathematically. However, in 
application the effect is tremendous and constitutes the reciprocal theorem, which is stated 
below. 
G(x,y,w) = G(y,x,w), (2.11) 
i.e. the potential at x produced by the point source at y is equal to the equal to tlile 
potential at y produced by point source at x . This theorem is very useful in practice and 
also turns out to be true when solid bodies are present in the medium. The problem of 
calculating the Green's function for a source at y near the body can be simplified when tlile 
observer is at x in the far field in the following way. Instead of having the source of sound 
next to the body and computing the far field, the source is placed at the far-field. And, 
the field around the scatterer is computed. The reciprocal theorem states that those fields 
are identical. The calculation is easier because the incident wave from the source is a plaioe 
wave. In these circumstances the total field produced around the body, i.e. the field when 
9 
the body is absent plus the scattered field, satisfies the homogeneous Helmholtz equation, 
Eq.(2.9) with the right hand side equal to zero since the source is in far field. That is: 
2 2 • (v' + k0 )G(y, x, w) = 0, (2.12) 
where 
G(y, x, w) = G0 (y, x, w) + G1(y, x, w) 
-eikolx-yl • 
= 4 I I + G' (y, x, w) 
7r X - y 
(2.13) 
This is basically the model for computation of the diffraction of sound by the solid bodies. 
All one needs to do is to apply the appropriate boundary conditions. 
2.3 Numerical background 
This section presents briefly the approach. The finite difference method is presented as well 
as the sparse linear equations solution methods. The Conjugate Gradient Normal residual 
(CGNR) as well as other solvers described in the literature for solving Helmholtz equation 
are discussed. 
2.3.1 Finite Difference Method 
A numerical solution of a given problem is an approximate solution of the problem. After a 
mathematical model is defined for the problem, in the form of partial differential equations 
or integrals or a combination of both satisfying some boundary conditions, the domain of 
validity of the equation is to be approximated by a finite number of points; the domain 
is discretized. The finite difference method is the easiest method of discretization for 
simple geometries. It is very efficient on structured grids (families of non-secant lines 
such that lines of different families intersect at points called nodes). The idea behind the 
Finite Difference method is borrowed directly from the definition of the derivative. In the 
limit of very closed points (nodes), the derivative of a function at a given point can be 
approximated by a combination of the values of the function at neighboring points. The 
first and second derivatives are approximated within some given order of accuracy using 
the Taylor series expansion. They are either approximated by the backward difference, the 
forward difference or the central difference. On a uniform grid, the second order accuracy 
approximation of the derivatives with respect to x of an unknown field u(x, y, z) can be 
written as: 
{)u). . -- 3ui,j,k - 4ui-1,j,k + Ui-2,j,k + 0( A 2) u Backward difference 
8x i,J,k 2b. 
(2.14) 
{)u) ---3ui,j,k + 4Ui-1,j,k - Ui-2,j,k + 0( A 2) 
u Forward difference 
{)x i,j,k 2b. 
(2.15) 
au). . -- Ui+l,j,k - Ui-1,j,k + O( A 2) .u. Central difference ax i,J,k 2b. (2.16) 
8
2u) --Ui-1,j,k - 2ui,j,k + Ui-2,j,k + 0( A 2). 
8x2 i,j,k b.2 u Central difference (2.17) 
The sets of indices (i,j,k) represent the nodes in the domain. Each node is uniquely identi-
fied by a set (i,j,k). b. is the grid spacing, which in this study was taken to be the same in 
all directions. Equations (2.14) (2.15) (2.16) and (2.17) can be easily extended to the other 
variables y and z. The introduction of these approximations in the governing differential 
equation for the Helmholtz equation leads to a system of linear equations for the values 
of G1 on each node. The truncated derivatives induce errors dependent upon the the grid 
spacing b. and the imposition of the boundary conditions. If the system of equations is 
linearly independent, an exact error analysis may be performed [8]. 
If the resulting linear system of equations is written: 
A<j)=Q. (2.18) 
<p is the approximated solution of the problem and corresponds, in this study, to the 
11 
scattered field G'. Eq.{2.18) depends on the spacing t::... For a given reference spacing t::.., 
Eq.(2.18) can be written: 
(A</)- Q)e,. = 0, (2.19) 
or simply 
La(<Pa) = 0. (2.20) 
Le,. is a symbolic operator representing the algebraic equation system. If, similarly, an 
opera.tor L is defined for the original partial differential equation, which has the exact 
solution~, the truncation error re,. is defined as: 
(2.21) 
in other words, it is the difference between the the partial differential equation and the finite 
equation. The exact solution of the partial differential equation and the exact solution of 
the discreti:ied equations on grid t::.. differ by the discretization error, 1:i, i.e.: 
(2.22) 
Since the operators are assumed linear, applying La to Eq.(2.22) yields 
Le,.(~)= Le,.(¢)+ Le,.(1:i). (2.23) 
The left ha.ltld side of Eq.(2.23) is -re,., referring to Eq.(2.21), while the first term of right 
hand side is zero (Eq.(2.20)). Thus (2.23) reduces to: 
(2.24) 
This equation states that the truncation error acts as a source of the discretization error, 
which is convected and diffused by the operator Le,.. In Eq.(2.21), since the exact solution 
12 
<1' is not known, the truncation error cannot be calculated exactly. An approximation may 
be obtained by using a solution from another (finer or coarser) grid. 
For sufficiently fine grids, the truncation error and therefore the discretization error, is 
proportional to the leading term in the Taylor series: 
(2.25) 
where H stands for the higher order terms, the constant a depends on the derivatives 
at the given point but is independent of b:.. and p is the order of the grid convergence. 
The discretization error can be estimated from the difference between solutions obtained 
on systematically refined (or coarsened) grids. Using the solutions for the refined grids, 




the exponent p, which is also the order of the scheme used, may be estimated as follows: 
(2.28) 
it follows from Eq.(2.26) that the discretization error on grid b:.. can be approximated by: 
(2.29) 
Integer n is the ratio of the grid sizes on successive grids. 
Eq.(2.29) yields the Richardson extrapolation method, which consists of obtaining a 
more accurate approximation of <1' on a finer grid by just adding the error estimate (2.29) 
to the solution on a coarser grid. Eqs.(2.28) and (2.29) are valid when the convergence is 
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monotonic, i.e. for sufficiently fine grids. Another important concept revealed by Eq.(2.28) 
is the estimation of the order of the scheme. If a method should be, say, second order 
accurate but Eq.(2.28) finds that it is only first order accurate, there is probably an error 
in the code. This estimate of the order of a scheme is a useful tool in code validation. 
The Richardson extrapolation [19] yields also true for non-integer grid refinement ratio, 
r. Even though non-integer grid refinement reduces computational cost compared to grid 
doubling (n = 2), for example, a minimum value of r of 1.1 is recommended. However, the 
larger r is, the more reliable the estimates are, provided that the grids are fine enough. 
2.3.2 Sparse linear system of equations 
A system of linear equations is called sparse if only a relatively small number of its matrix 
elements are nonzero. The solution of large systems of linear equations can be optimzed in 
memory space (storage of the elements) and computing time (arithmetic operations). One 
can use a clever and careful bookkeeping of the nonzero elements and sufficient auxiliary 
information to determine where an element logically belongs and how the various elements 
can be looped over in common matrix operations. Dozens of these kind of storage schemes 
exist. For a lists of these schemes see [2]. The choice of scheme is often linked to the 
sparse matrix solver that will be employed to obtain a solution. A common one used is the 
Compressed Sparse Row format (CSR) storage or its 'transpose' the Compressed Sparse 
Column ( CSC) storage. The data structure of the CSR storage consists of three arrays. 
• A real array a containing the real values aij stored row by row, from 1 to n, where n 
is the size of the original matrix. The length of a is the number of non zero elements 
nnz in the original matrix. 
• An integer array ja containing the column indices of the elements aii as stored in 
the array a. The length of ja is nnz. 
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• An integer array ia containing the pointers to the beginning of each row in the arrays 
a and ja. Thus the content of ia(i) is the position in the arrays a and ja where 
the i-th row starts. The length of ia inn+ 1 with ia(n + 1) containing the number 
ia(l) + nnz, the address in a and ja of the beginning of a fictitious row n + 1. 
The order of the nonzero elements within the same row are not important. A variation to 
this scheme is to sort the elements in each row in such a way that their column positions 
are in increasing order. When this sorting is enforced, it is possible to make substantial 
savings in the number of operations of some algorithms. The CSC is simply the CSR of 
the transpose of a. 
2.3.3 The Conjugate Gradient normal residual (CGNR} 
The CGNR method is one of the simplest iterative methods for solving nonsymmetric or 
indefinite systems of linear equations. As the name explains, it is based on the ordinary 
Conjugate Gradient method (CG). The CGNR transforms a non symmetric system into a 
symmetric positive one and then applies the CG method, which very effective for symmetric 
positive systems. 
CG NR uses the following method to transform the original matrix. If a system of linear 
equations Bx = a has a nonsymetric, possibly indefinite (but non singular), coefficient 
matrix B, the transformed linear system Ax = b, where A = BT B and b = BT a, has a 
symmetric positive definite matrix coefficient A. A brief recall on the CG algorithm [24], 
then, suffices to complete the CGNR description. The CG method proceeds by generating 
three vector sequences: 1) vector of iterates (i.e., successive approximations to the solution) 
2) residuals corresponding to the iterates 3) search directions used in updating the iterates 
and residuals. Although the length of these sequences can become large, one needs to store 
only four vectors in memory. 
The algorithm requires an initial guess of the solution, x 0 E Rn, and sets 
Po = r0 = b- Ax 0 . 
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Then, for k=0,1, ... number of iterations until convergence: 
1) if Pk = 0, done: Xk is the solution of Ax= b. Otherwise, 
2) compute 
(2.30) 
Only xk, rk,Pk and Apk are stored in the realization of the method. In every iteration of 
the method, two inner products are performed in order to compute scalars, O:k and f3k that 
are defined to make the sequences satisfy the orthogonality conditions 
(i < j). 
These conditions implies that the distance to the true solution is minimized in some norm 
and, since A is positive definite 
(i = j), 
the scalars o:k and f3k are well defined. 
The CGNR can, then, easily be implemented once the transformation to the symmetric 
positive definite coefficient matrix A from the original coefficient matrix B is performed. 
However, since A = BT B, the convergence speed of the CG applied on the transformed 
system now depends on the square of the condition number of the B. Thus the convergence 
on the transformed equation may be slow. This can be compensated by the use of an 
appropriate matrix M, called a preconditioner. M can be used to transform A into a 
coefficient matrix with more favorable spectral proprieties. For instance, if M approximates 
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the coefficient matrix A in some way, the transformed system 
has the same solution as the origi1llal system Ax = b, but the spectral proprieties of its 
matrix coefficient M- 1 A may be more favorable and therefore convergence may be accel-
erated. 
"Direct" numerical computations of the Helmholtz equations is sometimes appropriate 
although it has certain limitations. These limitations have to do with computers capabili-
ties. In the discretization of the continuum problem, at least ten to twelve grid points or 
nodes per wavelength are required for stability reasons and to obtain an acceptable level 
of accuracy. For large wave numbers, refining the mesh size to maintain the mesh resolu-
tion leads to huge numbers of grid ]points making the short wave problem very expensive. 
It is also possible that huge numbers of nodal points occur at very low frequency if one 
needs for example to capture the geiometry of a small body in the computational domain. 
Several methods have been investigated in order to deal with these numerical limitations. 
0. Laghrouche, P.Bettess and R.J. Astley [17] have described a finite element model of 
the solution of the Helmholtz problems at high frequencies that allows the computations 
of many wavelength in a single fi.nit,e element, avoiding the mesh refining trouble. Howard 
C. Elman and Dianne P. O'Leary[fi] have implemented, on a parallel computer, two so-
phisticated preconditioners in combiination with the Krylov subspace iteration to make the 
convergence rate almost independer1t of the wavenumber and the discretization mesh size. 
One of the preconditioners was derived from an operator related to the true operator in the 
Helmholtz equation while the other was a direct approximation of the matrix coefficient. 
The Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) was used as an accelerator (solver). In effect, 
several accelerators exist and a list can be found in[2, 21). However, all accelerators do not 
necessarily solve a given problem. The choice of a fast solver is highly related to the prop-
erties of the coefficients matrix, and these properties are not always obviously detectable. 
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This fact leads in general to a strong reliance on preconditioners, which are not always 
easy to construct. For our problem, CGNR has been found more flexible and more reliable 
compared to the Generalized Minimum RESidual (GMRES), the Bi-Conjugate Gradient 
Stabilized (BCGSTAB) and the Transpose-Free Quasi-Minimum Residual (TFQMR) in 
SPARSKIT [21], and has consistenly converged to a solution while the others have failed 
or presented irregular convergence behavior. 
Chapter 3 
The method 
In this chapter, the steps to the numerical solution of the problem of the diffraction by 
a thin disk are detailed. The representing equations are non-dimensionalized and then 
discretized over a uniform Cartesian grid to yield the system of linear equations to be 
solved. 
3.1 The Helmholtz equation and the boundary conditions 
The sound sources in the vicinity of ithe disk produces a wave that radiates away from it 
far into the surrounding area, the observation points. The reciprocity theorem mentioned 
in chapter 2 is then used to interchange the source and the observer, so that the source 
of sound is at infinity and the interest is to compute the field around the disk. Thus, a 
point source positioned at infinity radiates an incident waves that propagates toward the 
disk and interacts with it. The inteiraction is modeled as a scattered potential field cs 
that is added to the initial incident field C0 • If the time dependence term e-iwt, where 
w is the frequency of the incident w.ave, is assumed and is suppressed the model yields 
the homogeneous Helmholtz equatiom, which the total field C must satisfy in the regions 
other than boundaries. The latter equation is subject to the boundary condition on the 
surface of the disk and the far field radliation condition. Choosing the Sommerfeld radiation 
condition and imposing the hard surface condition (Neumann condition) on the surface of 
the disk yield the exact formulation of the problem. 
With the Cartesian coordinate aud annotation of figure 3·1, in which the scattering 
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disk is positioned at the origin of the coordinate system and has its normal unit vector 
parallel to the x-axis, writing C = C(y, x, k0 ) and cs = C 8 (y, x, k0 ) yields the continuum 
equations 
(v' 2 + k~)C = 0 y E V, 
ac 
n · V = an = 0 y E S, 
acs = •koCS - cs ' I I • r ➔ oo, r = y, ar r 




The homogeneous Helmholtz equation is satisfied inside the domain of computation, 
(V); The normal derivative must vanish on the surface (S) of the disk, and the scattered 
solution must behave as exp(ik 0 r)/r, for an observation point at distance r far away from 
the disk. 
Given that the disk is positioned normal to the x-axis, :n = tx, and since C = C0 +cs, 
Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) can be expressed in terms of the scattered field C 8 to arrive at the 
continuum equations for the scattering by the disk: 
(v' 2 + k~)C8 = 0 y E V, (3.4) 
acs) ac0 ) 
ax x=O+I- = - ax x=O+I- y E S, (3.5) 
acs = ;koCS - cs ' I I • r ➔ oo, r = y, ar r (3.6) 
where C0 is the free space Green's function as discussed in section 2.2, i.e., 
-eikolx-yl 
C0 (y,x,ko) = 4 I , . rrx-y 
In Eq.(3.5), o-/+ represents both sides of the thin disk: a '-' for the side on the left and 






Figure 3·1: Computational domain and annotation used in the method 
3.2 The non-dimensional equations 
In the Cartesian coordinate of figure 3 · 1, the local vector position y and the point source 
vector position x are defined in term of their components as y = (x, y, z) and x = (x', y', z'). 
If distances are non-dimensionalized with respect to the radius, R, of the disk and the bars 





o o o o 
r- = x- + y- + z- = r · V or ox oy oz ' 
i.e., 








3.3 The discretized equations 
The total computational domain (D) is defined as the sum of the surface (S) of the disk, 
the interior (V), and the borders (B) of the 3D squared box of dimension 2L x 2L x 2L 
containing the disk, as drawn in figure 3-1 . The disk is centered inside the box, and the 
origin of the Cartesian coordinates system is taken at its center. Then, a uniform grid can 
be defined as follow: 
x(i) = -L + (i - 1).6. (3.13) 
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y(j) = -L + (j - 1).6. 
z(k) := -L + (k - 1).6. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where, A is the grid spacing, L = L/ R, is the halved non-dimensional length of the box, 
i,j,k are positive integers representing each point on the grid and A = J~1 where N is the 
total number of grid points in each direction. 
The thickness of the disk is defined as: 
(3.16) 
such that the backface of the disk designated by o- is positioned at x = -o- ~ as shown in 
figure 3-2 . Note that the points on this face do not belong to the original grid and simply 
appear as additional grid points. The borders (B) are grouped into vertices (VE), edges 
(E), and faces (F). (VE), (E), (F) ar,e further partitioned as shown in figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3: Partitioning of the borders (B) 
The 8 vertices in (VE) are denoted V E111, V EuN, V E1N1, V ElN N, V ENn, V ENlN, 
V ENN1, V ENNNi The 12 edges in (E), Enk, E1Nk, EN1k, ENNk, E1j1, E1jN, ENjl, 
ENjN, Em, Ei1N, EiNl, EiNNi The 6 faces in (F), F1jk, FNjk, Filk FiNk, Fijl, F'ijNi 
where the indexes i,j and k range between 2 and N, i.e. 2 < i < N, 2 < j < N and 
2 < k < N. 
The points in (S) are represented as follow: The center of the exposed face or illuminated 
face of the disk is positioned at the origin x = Xe = 0, corresponding to i = Nt1. The 
points on this face are given by the fixed coordinate x and a pair of indexes (j,k) satisfying 
x =Xe= 0, and (y(j) 2 + z(k)2)112 < 1 (3.17) 
The backface or shadow face is represented by x, offset from the position x=O in the 
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negative x-axis direction to give thickness to the disk, and a pair (j,k) such that 
(3.18) 




which represents the immediate neighbors of the shadow face. 
(3.19) 
The discretization uses a 7-points stencil except for the boundary conditions on (S), 
which uses a 3 points stencil as shown in figure 3-4, and all the points in each subdomain 
use the same type of scheme, i.e., a combination of backward difference, forward difference, 
and central difference with respect to the 3 space coordinates x, y and z. 
Lz Vertex (VE) ,,,..,,,,-: . r 
Inside (V) 
♦ / . )' 







er: r :~---. 
Disk (S) 
Figure 3-4: 7 and 3-points stencils used in the discretization of the computation domain 
(D); o ➔ points of interest, • ➔ neighboring points 
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Now, Eqs. (3.10),(3.11), and (3.12) must be expressed at each g:rid point of the subdomain 
they correspond to. The partial derivatives in these equations must be approximated based 
on the defined grid and the second-order accuracy approximations written in Eqs. (2.14), 
(2.15), and (2.16) to yield the discretized equations for each subdomain. 
Defining 
Xi= x(i), Yi= y(j), and Zk = z(k), 
and 
where Gtjk is the scattered field at grid point (ij,k) and x, the position of the remote point 
source, results in the discretized equations. These equations are given in appendix A for 
the points in (B). 
For all grid points in the domain ((V) \ (Vd)), i.e., points: in (V) other than that in 
(Vd), the discretized equations are: 
Gt-tik + Gfi-Ik + Giik-1 + (-6 + .6.2k~)Gtik + Gfik+l + Gti+a + Gf+1jk = 0. 
The equations for points on the exposed and shadow faces a.re respectively 
-3Gijk + 4Gi+ljk - Gf+2jk = -2.6. &zo t=xe and 3Gtjk - 4Gg_lj)~ + cg_2jk = -2.6. <'JZO t=xb 
where the indexes b, b - 1 and b - 2 are used to indicate respectively the point on the 
backface, its immediate left neighbor and the left neighbor of the latter in x-axis direction. 
Since a non-zero thickness has to be used in the numerical computation, points in (Vd) 
have to be adjusted accordingly: For all points in (Vd), the 2 other points used with respect 
to the x-axis direction are such that the left point belongs to (V) while the right point is 
on the backface, not on the exposed face as it would if zero thickness were used . Thus, the 
discretized equations for points in (Vd) are obtained from those for points in ((V) \ (Vd)) 
only by replacing the right point (point involving the index i+ 1) by the corresponding 
point on the backface of the disk (see figure 3·4). This gives: 
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Gt-ijk + Gtj-lk + Gtik-l + (-6 + ~2k~)Gtjk + Gtik+l + Gti+lk + Ggik = 0, where the index 
b indicates the modification just described. 
3.4 The matrix of coefficients 
The discretized equations for all points in the computational domain (D) yield Nt = N 3 + n 
linear equations when the indexes involved in these discretized equations are varied in their 
respective range. n represents the number of points on the added backface. Since each 
equation involves at most 7 non-zero elements out of Nt elements, the resulting coefficient 
matrix is a complex sparse matrix. The packages containing the sparse matrix solvers 
usually require real matrices so our matrix must be transformed. 
A complex linear system of equations 
is, in fact equivalent to the linear system 
or 
(3.20) 
if written in matrix notation. 
An obvious drawback of this transformation is that the size of the matrix is doubled, 
and values will need to be stored twice. This may imply slower convergence and memory 
deficiency if the size of the original matrix is very large. It is assumed here in the problem 
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at hand that this drawback can be tolerated. 
The linear equations obtained from the discretization are obtained here by incrementing 
the index k first, then j, and finally i. That is the points in the computational domain 
(D} are considered successively from. the bottom left back corner to the top by varying 
the index k, then swept toward the left by varying the index j before advancing forward 
varying index i. The points on the backface of the disk are added last. Thus the original 
complex linear system resulting from the discretization can be formed as follows. 
a) Define the index transformation f that maps each grid point in (D}, referenced by (i,j,k}, 
into a unique integer q 
( i, j, k) -4 q = ( i - 1) N 2 + (j - 1) N + k (3.21} 
b} Note that the p-th grid point the111 satisfies the linear equation 
(q = 1, ..... ,Nt} (3.22} 
as it is expressed as a combination of all of the grid points in (D). The T pqS are the resulting 
complex coefficients, the G9s are the complex unknown field and Rp denotes the complex 
right hand side of the equation. This :yields the Nt x Nt complex coefficients matrix T when 
all of the grid points are considered, i.e. when index p = 1, ..... , Nt. Tis transformed into 
a 2Nt x 2Nt real coefficients matrix rnsing the procedure described earlier. As an example, 
T is visualized in figure 3-5 for the S]Pecific case of a small number of grid points to show 
the sparsity discussed in chapter 2. Note that realistic sizes for the problem to be solved 
reach about 6,000,000 x 6,000,000 for a number of nonzero elements of 44,000,000. 
As it can be noted on this visualization, the matrix of coefficients does not have a 
block structure, and is in particular nonsymmetric. However, the conjugate gradient can 
still be relied upon as a solver since symmetric transformation is possible as mentioned 
in chapter 2. Note that the matrix of coefficients depends on the wave number k0 of the 
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incident wave and the grid spacing Do. When the frequency is varied, the shape of matrix 
remains unchanged, the matrix has the same structure of figure 3-5, only the size is changed. 
The matrix of coefficients shown in 3-5 was obtained from SPARSKIT, which contains a 
number of tools for manipulating and working with sparse matrices. Some of these tools, 
which are Fortran subroutines written by Yousef Saad, are used in the implementation of 
this method. From the discretized equations the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) storage 
arrays a, ia, ja are carefully filled in directly so that storage is optimized. In other words, 
the matrices T"1 as it appears in figure 3-5, is not stored within the coding. However, 
the CSR storage (a, ia, ja) constructed from the discretization of the problem embeds the 
structure resulting from the transformation f defined earlier. The arrays a, ia, ja are fed 
to a routine in SPARSKIT in a specific format, the Harwell Boeing format, to generate the 
matrices T of figure 3-5. 
The sparse linear solver CGNR included in the package is called from the main code 
once the Compressed Row Storage method has been set up to solve the linear system of 
equations. The numerical simulation was performed on an IBM RS/6000 SP supercomputer 
operating under AIX4 to yield results that are presented in chapter 5. 
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Figure 3•5: Visualization of the matrix of coefficient for a relatively small number of grid 
points: 3-7 points in a cube region using (21 by 21 by 21) + 71 grid. 
Chapter 4 
Verification and Validation of the 
Numerical Method 
Errors that cause computer simulation results to differ from their true or exact values have 
several sources. A complete taxonomy of errors and their discussion can be found in the 
book by Roache[20]. Errors such as computer programming errors or computer round-off 
errors are ignored in the present verification. Iterations or convergence stopping errors 
are neglected since the residual errors tolerance were set to a reasonable high limit. Here, 
the type of errors considered are errors that come from the boundary conditions and the 
mesh refinement process: the boundary errors and the discretization errors. The far-field 
boundary condition applied to the exact Helmholtz equations implies in the finite equations 
that the borders (B) of the computational domain are at infinity. The latter constraint 
.being obviously impossible to achieve, some value of the length L of the computational 
domain that produces an acceptable stably approximated solution is to be determined. 
Similarly, obtaining an exact solution to the governing equations (3.10, 3.11, 3.12) would 
be equivalent to refining the grid spacing to zero value in the numerical procedure. Just as 
solving the analytical problem is difficult, grid refinement to zero is impossible. However, 
an approximating numerical solution to the exact solution can be found within some error 
band obtained from the finest possible grid. Thus, once boundary errors are fixed, i.e. L 
fixed, a grid convergence study is performed to fix the grid spacing to some value that 
produces the least error within the capability at hand. The latter grid convergence will 
also allow solution improvement using Richardson extrapolation and the verification of the 
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order of the numerical scheme. 
In the following, errors are investigated with respect to the normalized solution at the 
center of the scattering disk on both the shadowed face and the exposed face without lost 
of generality. The inputted incident wave G0 has been normalized by the amplitude of the 
induced incoming plane wave -;:~~ti (see appendix B) before solving the linear system. A 
full numerical investigation is performed for the intermediate frequency value of k0 = 6. 
4.1 Boundary errors verification 
The numerical discretization is subject to a certain number of constraints. The choice of the 
values of the number of grid points per wavelength >. = t is as important as selecting an 
appropriate size for the computational domain in order to satisfy the boundary conditions. 
Letting m be the number of grid points per wavelength, sets the value of the mesh size ~ 
to 
(4.1) 
The second constraint can be expressed as 
(4.2) 
where l is a real number and >. the halved-length of the computational domain along one 
axis direction in the Cartesian coordinate as defined in section 3.3. Also, since the non-
dimensional radius of the disk is f = 1, L has to be greater than 1, i.e. L > l. 
For the boundary error verification, m is set to the acceptable mesh refinement factor 
of 12. It is only an assumption based on the general observation that 10 to 12 grid point 
per wavelength yield acceptable results. The next section will tell how good maintaining 
twelve points per wavelength is. 
The procedure is to vary l, i.e. L, within some range and track the solution at the 
center of the disk to see how the latter is affected. The percent error on the value of the 
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real or imaginary part of the field G, at a given value of L = L1 , is defined as 
where u, v are integers: u refers to the exposed face (u = 1) or backface (u = 2) and v to the 
real part (1u = 1) or imaginary part (v = 2); Guv(Lmax) refers to the best possible estimate 
of the solution obtained from the largest computational tested which corresponds to Lmax 
here. The values are summarized in table 4.1. A plot of these values yields figure 4-1 and 
Table 4.1: Boundary errors for k0 = 6: G -+ normalized scattered solution; %G -+ percent error 
w.r.t the best estimate; First subscript 1 -+ exposed center, 2-+ shadow center; Second subscript 
1 -+ real paLrt, 2 -+ imaginary part. 
1 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 
L 'If 1r "/.'Ir :)'If 7r /'Ir 47r ,j'lf ~ ? T 7; i; T ? 
N 25 37 49 61 73 85 97 109 
Gu 1.3427 1.3088 1.3010 1.2988 1.3034 1.3074 1.3002 1.3079 
G12 0.1331 0.1403 0.1474 0.1592 0.1507 0.1581 0.1554 0.1566 
G21 -1.4247 -1.4080 -1.4107 -1.4085 -1.4151 -1.4188 -1.4120 -1.4194 
G22 -0.0114 -0.0395 -0.0581 -0.0659 -0.0566 -0.0638 -0.0599 -0.0610 
%Gu 2.6568 0.0667 0.5313 0.6963 0.3469 0.0421 0.5942 0 
%G12 15.0062 10.3960 5.8228 1.7086 3.7716 0.9738 0.7664 0 
%G21 0.3706 0.8085 0.6182 0.7700 0.3044 0.0418 0.5214 0 
%G22 81.2775 35.1583 4.7220 8.0156 7.2534 4.6842 1.8164 0 
figure 4·2. Figure 4·1 shows a qualitative view of the normalized solution at the shadowed 
and exposed center of the disk while figure 4·2 displays the actual percent error with respect 
to the best. possible estimated values given by the largest possible value of L = Lmax = 3{. 
From figure 4·1, in regard of the imaginary part, values of L below 2 can already be 
seen not to be good choices. The real and imaginary part of the solution are practically 
constant for values of L > 2.5. The oscillation in the values at both shadowed and exposed 
center as increases is barely noticeable. 
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Figure 4·1: Normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed centers with respect to 
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Figure 4-2: Plot of the percent error on normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed 
centers with respect to the best estimated value given by the largest possible value of L 
against the length of the domain ; + ➔ shadowed face; o ➔ exposed face; k0 = 6 
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the imaginary part is more affected by boundary errors: percent error for values of L of 
order one wave length the error is enormous, 81 % for the imaginary part of the shadowed 
center solution and 15% for the imaginary part of the exposed center solution. As L is 
increased oscillations take place but the error is attenuated to 8% and l. 7% respectively for 
these values at value of L around two and half wavelengths. The real part of the solution 
is well behaved as the percent error oscillates below 3% for all values of L and below %0. 7 
for L > 2.5. 
Based on these observations, values of L greater than two and half wavelengths are 
fairly advisable for boundary errors attenuation. For these values of L, boundary errors 
on the real part of the solution at the centers are ensured to be below approximately 1.5% 
while that on the imaginary part would be below about 8%. Similar studies for some other 
values of k0 can be found in appendix C. 
4.2 Discretization errors verification 
In this section the choice of m = 12 in the boundary errors verification is justified. The 
procedure is similar to the one just performed; here, the length of the computational 
domain is set to the value determined in the previous verification, i.e. L = 2.5>., and 
the grid is refined as much as possible. The values of the normalized potential fields at 
both the shadowed and exposed centers of the scattering disk are tracked to determine 
their variation with respect to the best possible value. The best estimate corresponds to 
the value of the field given by the finest possible grid and replaces the unattainable exact 
solution. The numerical values are summarized in table 4.2; the absolute error on the real 
or imaginary part of the field G, at a given .6. = .6.1 , with respect to the best estimate, is 
defined as 
and is meant to give the error band corresponding to the grid spacing used. u and v have 
the same meaning as in section 4.1. .6.min corresponds to the finest possible grid. The 
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Table 4.2: Discretization errors verification for k0 = 6: G -+ normalized scattered solution; 8G 
-+ absolute error w.r.t the best estimate; First subscript 1 -+ exposed center, 2 -+ shadow center; 
Second subscript 1 -+ real part, 2 -+ imaginary part. 
m 2 4 6 8 10 
N 11 21 31 41 51 
Gu -0.0864 0.7210 1.0299 1.1738 1.2505 
G12 -1.4029 0.0376 0.1117 0.1431 0.1654 
G21 0.0502 -0.9466 -1.2024 -1.3124 -1.3789 
G22 1.4788 -0.2477 -0.0927 -0.0727 -0.0809 
b'Gu l.4730e+00 6.6560e-01 3.5667e-01 2.127Eie-01 l.3610e-01 
8G12 l.5114e+00 7.0891e-02 3.1834e-03 3.4653:e-02 5.6965e-02 
b'G21 l.4942e+00 4.9735e-01 2.4156e-01 l.315€ie-01 6.4990e-02 
b'G22 l.4939e+00 2.3257e-01 7.7614e-02 5.757Se-02 6.5804e-02 
Table 4.3: Table 4.2 continued. 
m 12 14 16 18 20 22 
N 61 71 81 91 101 111 
Gu 1.2988 1.3275 1.3524 1.3656 1.3759 1.3866 
G12 0.1592 0.1175 0.1396 0.1238 0.1075 0.1085 
G21 -1.4085 -1.4018 -1.4355 -1.4348 -1.4343 -1.4439 
G22 -0.0659 -0.0187 -0.0433 -0.0271 -0.0127 -0.0151 
b'Gn 8.7784e-02 5.9070e-02 3.4196e-02 2.1006e-02 l.0744e-02 0 
b'G12 5.0761e-02 9.0577e-03 3.1149e-02 l.5302e-02 9.9043e-04 0 
b'G21 3.5430e-02 4.2177e-02 8.4357e-03 9.0861e-03 9.5886e-03 0 
b'G22 5.0739e-02 3.5267e-03 2.8176e-02 l.1994e-02 2.4450e-03 0 
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values of table 4.2 are plotted in figure 4·3 and figure 4·4. 
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Figure 4·3: Normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed centers with respect to 
the mesh refinement factor m; k0 = 6; + ➔ shadowed face; o ➔ exposed face. 
As the grid is refined, the values of the potential both at the shadowed and exposed 
face tend to an asymptotic value as expected. The convergence is not monotonic, though; 
these values oscillate with the mesh refinement. In regard of figure 4.3 refinement factors 
m lower than 8 can already be disqualified since both real and imaginary values of the field 
change drastically as the grid is refined in this range. 
From the trend of the curves in figure 4·4, the absolute error is attenuated as more 
refinement is applied as expected. From the tables it can be seen that for values of m 
greater that 12 the absolute error is of 0(10- 2), which corresponds to a percent error 
below 8% for the real parts of the fields. However, for the imaginary parts and for values of 
m about 12, this absolute error is of order of the values of the potential themselves. This 
observation suggests that in order to obtain more accurate imaginary parts of the solution, 
which are more sensitive to errors, a higher mesh refinement factor is required. 
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Figure 4-4: Plot of absolute error on the normalized solution with respect to the best 
estimate given by the finest grid against the mesh refinement factor m; k0 = 6; + -► 
shadowed face; o -► exposed face. 
code validation. The conditions of formula (2.28) are assumed to be satisfied, i.e. the chosen 
grids in the grid refinement process for the evaluation of the order of grid convergence are 
assumed to be fine enough. The three mesh refinement factors are m = 8, 16 and 32 and 
correspond to grid spacing sizes of A1 = ¼, A2 = 1A6 and A3 = ;2 respectively (recall that 
k0 = 6, thus, A is fixed), therefore the finest grid is A3 = A and A2 = 2A, A3 = 4A; thus, 
n in Eq.(2.28) is equal to 2. The magnitude of the field at the exposed center is taken 
as the measure of the computed quantity and corresponds to ¢ in formula (2.28). Note 
that although the study solves for the complex potential field, the error analysis holds true 
for any function of the latter; For instance, it is valid for the magnitude of the field. The 
numerical value are: 
<Pt:. = l.41438706851697 <P2t:. = l.35959043395642 </>22t:. = l.18253192878965; 
then, 
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log ( ef>2A -l/>22 A) 
p = ef>A-ef>2A = l.692O669514O383. 
log 2 
The order of grid convergence is slightly underestimated compare to the theoretical value 
of 2. This difference can be attributed to grid quality; the coarsest grid with refinement 
factor m = 8 is certainly not fine enough, inducing grids sizes slightly out of the asymptotic 
range where the analysis would be perfect. 
From this value of p, the solution at the finest grid can be improved to the solution at 
zero grid spacing using the solution at the two finest grids using formula (2.29): 
d <Pt:. - <Pzt:. 
f.t:,. ~ 21.69206695140383 - 1 = O.O2455934253479. 
The improved solution at the exposed center of the disk is 
l.414387O6851697 + 0.02455934253479 = l.438946411O5176. 
In regard of the results yielded by the boundary and the discretized errors verificatio,n 
at frequency k0 = 6 and those performed in appendix C, relatively good choices of the 
length L of the computational domain and mesh refinement factor m were made for the 
other frequencies. The computation was performed striving to keep L greater than 2.5 anid 
m greater than 12 at intermediate frequencies where 5. is close to 1. At lower frequencies, 
at least 12 points per disk radius (f = 1) was maintained and L was forced toward values 
greater than 25.. At higher frequencies where the wavelengths become very small, 12 points 
were maintained and values of L was pushed toward 2 radii to the limit of the of the memory 
allocation. 
The order of the scheme was estimated by grid doubling leading to three relatively fine 
grids to yield a result that is close to the theoretical order of convergence, which ensu1re 
the code reliability. Corrections were not made to values in the next chapter, though. 
Chapter 5 
Results 
The results of the numerical computation are presented in this section. In order to procure 
confidence in the results at arbitrary angle of incidence, a benchmark at normal incidence, 
for which a large variety of results exists, is performed. A survey of the potential along the 
axis normal to the disk and the axis in the plane of the disk then follows. The wavenumber 
and the angle of incidence 0 taken with respect to the x-axis in the xz-plane as shown 
is figure 5· 1 are used as independent parameters, and their effects on the potential field 
in selected regions of interest are discussed and supported by various plots. Intermediate 
frequencies, i.e. 0.6 ::; >. '.S 2, are computed using 12 points per >. and L = 2.5>.. For high 
frequency computations, i.e. for X < 0.6, 12 points per >. are used, and 1.5 times the disk 
radius (r = 1) is used for L. For low frequency, i.e. for >. > 2, 12 points per disk radius 




Figure 5·1: Point source location at x in xz-plane at an incident angle 0. 
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5.1 Benchmark at 0 = 0° (normal incidence) for k0 = 10 
This section further validates the numerical results by benchmarking the data obtained 
from the oblate spheroidal wave functions expansion and from experiments. F.B. Sleator [5] 
in his discussion of the scarceness olf computed data has presented a variety of solutions 
obtained under the restriction of the normal incident wave propagation, from which the 
present case of k0 = 10 has been extracted. Sleator's normal incidence solution plots the 
normalized total field on both the shadowed and exposed faces of the disk along the z-axis. 
Both this solution and the numerical solution obtained by direct solution of the Helmholtz 
equation are shown in figure 5-2. 
In the solution presented by Sleator, the non-dimensional measure of length is X where 
p, the polar coordinate defined in the plane of the disk corresponds to the z coordinate. 
This implies that at p = R, the radius of the disk, the non-dimensional radius is ~ 
corresponding to a values of¾ ~ 1.6 for k0 = 10 while it is unit for the numerical solution. 
Note therefore the mapping along the z-axis between the two sets of plots. 
The patterns agree on the exposed face of the disk for almost all results presented by 
Sleator, referring to a) and c) in figme 5·2. The solution at the exposed center however 
agrees better with that of Kirchoff double layer for which the amplitude is about 2. 75. 
The magnitude of the total field at the center is about 2. 75 and 3 respectively for the 
numerical implementation and the exact or experimental case by Sleator, that is roughly 
about 8% difference. Results for the: shadow face are also consistent except at the edges 
of the disk where the discontinuities can be noted by the spikes on curve d) at Ji. = ±1 
for a magnitude of 1.25 instead of a value about 1 as on curve b) at X = ±¾- The latter 
difference at the edges is predictabl1~ and can be attributed to the fact that the disk is 
not perfectly circular as a result of the limitation in the mesh size in the discretization 
process. The thickness given to the disk can also be responsible for such a disturbance in 
the numerical solution. In the result presented by Sleator, the exact solution assumes a 
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Figure 5•2: Normalized total field magnitude on disk surfaces for k0 = 10: a) exposed 
face by Sleator [5), b) exposed face by this numerical computation, c) shadowed face by 
Sleator [5], d) shadowed face by this numerical computation; - exact, - - - Kirchoff 
double layer, · • · experimental, ooo numerical. 
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5.2 Survey of the potential along x-axis at 0 = 30° 
Since the potential field for a normal angle of incidence agrees with those from previous 
work, the results yielded at arbitrary angle of incidence 0 from this numerical method can 
be assumed to be correct within the same the error bound. In fact, no exact solution 
for oblique incidence that would serve for benchmarking was found. The scattered field 
together with the total field and it magnitude along the normal axis to the disk at an oblique 
angle of incidence 0 = 30° for a range of frequencies are plotted in figure 5-3 , 5-4 and 5·5. 
At k0 = 2, the amplitude of oscillation of the total field on both side of the disk along the 
negative and positive x-axis are almost equal except at the center where a jump in the 
values of the potential occurs due to disk. The presence of the disk is felt equally behind 
and in front of the disk along the axis for the case where the wavelength is large compare 
to the size of the disk. As the frequency is increased the amplitude becomes smaller on 
the negative x-axis as the wavelength gets close to the dimension of the disk. At very high 
frequencies the magnitude of the total field along the negative x-axis fluctuates close to 
zero while it oscillates between O and 2 along the positive x-axis. 
5.3 Influence of the wavenumber on the potential at the cen-
ter of the disk 
The potential at the center of the disk can be seen from figure 5-3 to vary with the fre-
quency. Since this particular position on the disk is the principal interest for the application 
to the train problem, tables of the values of the scattered potential and the total field at 
both the backface center and the exposed center are given in table 5.1 and 5.2 with re-
spect to the wavenumber for an incident angle 0 = 30°. These values are also plotted in 
figure 5-6 and 5-7. 
It can be observed from these figures that the oscillations are smoother at higher fre-
quencies for values of the wavenumber greater than 16 where the real part of the total field 
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Figure 5•3: Real and 'Imaginary part of scattered field along the axis normal to the disk 
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Figure 5-4: Real and Imaginary part of Total field along the axis normal to the disk for 
different values of k0 • 
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Figure 5-5: Magnitude of the total field along the axis normal to the disk for differe111t 
values of k0 • 
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Table 5.1: Real and imaginary parts of the normalized scattered field G8 at the shadowed and 
exposed center of the disk for k0 = 2 to 32 
() = 30° Exposed center Shadow center 
ko a:eal a:maa a:eal a:maa 
2 1.4549 -1.0495 -1.3719 1.4410 
3 1.4889 -0.1589 -1.7300 0.2213 
4 1.2403 -0.0197 -1.2954 -0.0655 
5 1.2527 -0.0718 -1.2115 0.1402 
6 1.3079 0.1566 -1.4194 -0.0610 
7 1.1634 0.3983 -1.4053 -0.4140 
8 0.6776 0.4104 -0.7050 -0.7423 
9 0.6192 0.0463 -0.3838 -0.1341 
10 0.6996 -0.0024 -0.6138 0.0576 
11 0.7448 0.0000 -0.7863 0.0229 
12 0.6613 -0.0784 -0.6236 0.0009 
13 0.7499 -0.3371 -0.5972 0.3600 
14 1.0380 -0.3914 -0.9532 0.5874 
15 1.2105 -0.1212 -1.3653 0.2274 
16 1.0957 -0.0285 -1.1814 -0.0227 
18 1.1180 0.0335 -1.1275 0.0202 
20 0.8863 0.3022 -0.9772 -0.4380 
22 0.7494 -0.0270 -0.6380 0.0377 
24 0.7122 -0.1298 -0.7187 0.5874 
26 0.9817 -0.3742 -0.8611 0.2274 
28 1.0933 -0.1394 -1.1966 -0.0227 
30 1.0382 0.0210 -1.0402 0.0202 
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Figure 5-6: Variation of the normalized scattered field at the exposed and shadowed centers 
with the wavenumber for 0 = 30°;(a) exposed center real part, (b) exposed imaginary, (c) 
shadowed real part, d)shadowed imaginary part. 
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Table 5.2: Real and imaginary parts of the total potential field G8 at the shadowed and exposed 
center of the disk for k0 = 2 to 32; 0 = 30° 
0 = 30° Exposed center Shadow center 
ko Greal Gimag Great Gimag 
2 2.4549 -1.0495 -0.3719 1.4410 
3 2.4889 -0.1589 -0.7300 0.2213 
4 2.2403 -0.0197 -0.2954 -0.0655 
5 2.2527 -0.0718 -0.2115 0.1402 
6 2.3079 0.1566 -0.4194 -0.0610 
7 2.1634 0.3983 -0.4053 -0.4140 
8 1.6776 0.4104 0.2950 -0.7423 
9 1.6192 0.0463 0.6162 -0.1341 
10 1.6996 -0.0024 0.3862 0.0576 
11 1.7448 0.0000 0.2137 0.0229 
12 1.6613 -0.0784 0.3764 0.0009 
13 1.7499 -0.3371 0.4028 0.3600 
14 2.0380 -0.3914 0.0468 0.5874 
15 2.2105 -0.1212 -0.3653 0.2274 
16 2.0957 -0.0285 -0.1814 -0.0227 
18 2.1180 0.0335 -0.1275 0.0202 
20 1.8863 0.3022 0.0228 -0.4380 
22 1.7494 -0.0270 0.3620 0.0377 
24 1.7122 -0.1298 0.2813 0.5874 
26 1.9817 -0.3742 0.1389 0.2274 
28 2.0933 -0.1394 -0.1966 -0.0227 
30 2.0382 0.0210 -0.0402 0.0202 
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Figure 5·7: Variation of total field at the exposed and shadowed centers with the wavenum-
ber for 0 = 30°; (a) exposed center real part, (b) exposed imaginary, (c) shadowed real 
part, d)shadowed imaginary part. 
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shadowed center total potential fluctuates about the value 0. Therefore, based on these 
average values of 2 and 0 of the total potential at the exposed and shadowed centers at 
high frequencies, the geometrical optics limiting case is seen to be satisfied by the solution 
of the numerical computation. The curves clearly predict convergence to these asymptotic 
values for some values k0 higher than 32. This value could not be reached as expected due 
to the usual difficulties in the numerical solution of the higher frequency Helmholtz equa-
tion. Similar observations can be made at an incident angle 0 = 10° whose corresponding 
data are given in tables 5.3 and 5.4 and plotted in figures 5·8 and 5·9. The limiting high 
frequency case is therefore inferred to be satisfied independently on the incident angle. 
In appendix E, the magnitude of the scattered field on the whole disk surface is visu-
alized, both at the exposed face and the backface, for selected values of the wavenumber 
k0 = 3 and k0 = 12 at an incident angle 0 = 10° (see figures E·l and E-2). Plots along the 
z-axis are also provided for the same wavenumbers and angle of incidence and show the 
variation of the magnitude along line z. 
The jump of potential across the disk is an interesting quantity that can be computed. 
The jump of potential [G) across the disk is defined as 
[G] = Gexposed - Gshaoow 
Figure 5·10 and 5·11 show the jump of the scattered potential across the center of the 
disk as a function of the frequency for the angles of incidence 0 = 30° and 0 = 10° . The 
maximum value of the magnitude of the jump across the center of the disk is observed at 
low frequencies, at k0 = 2 for 0 = 30° and at k0 = 3 for 0 = 10° in the range of frequencies 
considered. 
The unsteady force on the disk can be obtained from the jump of potential across the 
disk. The non-dimensional unsteady force Fu on the disk is given by (see appendix D) 
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Table 5.3: Real and imaginary parts of the normalized scattered field G8 at the shadowed and 
exposed center of the disk for k0 = 2 to 32; B = 10° 
I~= 10° Exposed center Shadow center 
ko o:eal Gfmao a:eal Gfmao 
2 1.8272 -1.2044 -1.7110 1.7698 
3 2.0115 0.0715 -2.3460 0.1168 
4 1.5745 0.8077 -1.9624 -0.8340 
5 0.2857 0.6346 -0.2088 -1.3286 
6 0.2106 -0.1426 0.2282 0.0009 
7 0.4474 -0.5058 -0.0813 0.6097 
8 1.2359 -0.6202 -1.1969 1.1052 
9 1.3868 -0.1260 -1. 7091 0.2807 
10 1.2220 0.1825 -1.4541 -0.2557 
12 0.7902 0.0213 -0.6539 -0.0822 
14 0.7876 0.0629 -0.8241 -0.0915 
16 0.8005 -0.2480 -0.6910 0.2160 
18 1.2663 -0.1391 -1.3747 0.3377 
20 0.9057 0.4000 -1.1288 -0.6003 
22 0.5444 -0.2395 -0.2929 0.1940 
24 1.2367 -0.2736 -1.3437 0.5509 
26 0.9847 0.4730 -1.2161 -0.6521 
28 0.7957 -0.0375 -0.6619 -0.0361 
30 0.8121 -0.2206 -0.7838 0.3107 
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Figure 5-8: Variation of the normalized scattered field at the exposed and shadowed centers 
with the wavenumber for 0 = 10°;(a) exposed center real part, (b) exposed imaginary, (c) 
shadowed real part, d)shadowed imaginary part. 
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Table 5.4: Real and imaginary parts of the total potential field 0 8 at the shadowed and exposed 
center of the disk for k0 = 2 to 32; 0 = 10° 
0 = 10° Exposed center Shadow center 
ko Creal Cimag Creal Cimag 
2 2.8272 -1.2044 -0.7110 1.7698 
3 3.0115 0.0715 -1.3460 0.1168 
4 2.5745 0.8077 -0.9624 -0.8340 
5 1.2857 0.6346 -0.7912 -1.3286 
6 1.2106 -0.1426 1.2282 0.0009 
7 1.4474 -0.5058 0.9187 0.6097 
8 2.2359 -0.6202 -0.1969 1.1052 
9 2.3868 -0.1260 -0.7091 0.2807 
10 2.2220 0.1825 -0.4541 -0.2557 
12 1.7902 0.0213 0.3461 -0.0822 
14 1.7876 0.0629 0.1759 -0.0915 
16 1.8005 -0.2480 0.309 0.2160 
18 2.2663 -0.1391 -0.3747 0.3377 
20 1.9057 0.4000 -0.1288 -0.6003 
22 1.5444 -0.2395 0.7071 0.1940 
24 2.2367 -0.2736 -0.3437 0.5509 
26 1.9847 0.4730 -0.2161 -0.6521 
28 1.7957 -0.0375 0.3381 -0.0361 
30 1.8121 -0.2206 0.2162 0.3107 
32 1.9047 0.0066 0.1049 -0.0185 
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Figure 5-9: Variation of total field at the exposed and shadowed centers with the wavenum-
ber for 0 = 10; (a) exposed center real part, (b) exposed imaginary, (c) shadowed real part, 
d)shadowed imaginary part. 
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Figure 5-10: Variation of the potential jump across the center of the disk with respect to 
the wavenumber for 0 = 30°. 
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Figure 5-11: Variation of the potential jump across the center of the disk with respect to 
the wavenumber for 0 = 10°. 
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where Po and c0 are the density and speed of sound in the medium, Fu the dimensional 
unsteady force, R the radius of the disk and S the surface of the disk. This integral can 
be evaluated numerically by double integration of the jump of potential over the surface of 
the disk, for a given angle of incidence 0 at a given frequency k0 • The values of the non-
dimensional unsteady force and its magnitude obtained using the Composite Simpson's 
rule of integration [7] are summarized in table 5.5 for different frequencies for a fixed angle 
of incidence at 10°. The corresponding plots are displayed in figure 5-12. The magnitude 
of the unsteady force for this incident angle is higher at low frequencies, which suggests 
a strong interaction with the disk at low frequencies and a weaker interaction at higher 
frequencies. This is mainly due to the non uniform distribution of the jump across the 
surface of the disk at higher frequencies as shown in appendix E (see figure E-3); the 
magnitude of the jump, which is approximately 2 at high frequencies, at the center of 
the disk is not the same across the disk. A more uniform dis:tribution is observed at low 
frequencies. 
5.4 Influence of the angle of incidence 0 on the scattered and 
total field at the centers of the thin disk for k0 = 4 and 
6. 
This section describes how the potential at the center for a given value of the wavenumber 
depends on the orientation 0. Three cases of the wavenumbe:r are presented. The results 
are given in the form of tables and graphs. 
Table 5.6 contains the values of the real and imaginary part of the scattered field at the 
exposed and shadowed centers of the disk at k0 = 6 , a graph of these values is displayed 
in figure 5·13. Figure 5·14 plots the variation of the magnitiude of the scattered field at 
both faces of the disk with respect to the angle of incidence. Two crossovers can be noted 
at 0 = 01 ~ 10 and at some value of 0 = 02 between 20° and! 30°, defining three distinct 
regions: (1) 0 < 01 , (2) 01 < 0 < 02 and (3) 0 > 02. Only in the region (2) is the magnitude 
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Table 5.5: The unsteady force Fu on the disk and its magnitude at different frequencies for an 
incident angle 0 = 10° 
ko Real(Fu) Imag(Fu) \Ful 
2 6.8240 -6.1391 9.1790 
3 6.8994 -1.2790 7.0169 
4 5.3415 -1.0074 5.4357 
5 5.7931 -1.7155 6.0417 
6 5.5412 -0.8043 5.5992 
7 4.3456 -0.5870 4.3851 
8 4.7391 -0.9122 4.8261 
9 4.4497 -0.5302 4.4812 
10 3.9927 -0.4215 4.0148 
12 3.3638 -0.2753 3.3751 
14 2.2301 0.0133 2.2301 
16 1.8310 -0.0414 1.8315 
18 1.1441 0.0624 1.1458 
20 0.6095 0.1286 0.6229 
22 0.0778 0.1266 0.1485 
24 -0.3166 0.1766 0.3625 
26 -0.6506 -0.0881 0.6565 
28 -0.8936 0.1778 0.9111 
30 -0.5939 0.1254 0.6070 
32 -0.6798 -0.1384 0.6937 
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Figure 5-12: Unsteady force Fu on disk and its magnitude at different frequencies for an 
incident angle 8 = 10°; (a) real part, (b) imaginary part, (c) magnitude. 
of the scattered field at the exposed center greater than that of the shadowed center. This 
predicts that the interaction is dominant at the shadowed face as the angle of incidence is 
varied from 0° to 90° at k0 = 6. As 8 approaches 90° the interaction vanishes to zero as 
expected since no effective area is exposed at this angle of incidence. 
A survey at other frequencies shows that the variation of the scattered potential with 
the angle of incident is frequency dependent. Figure 5·16, for a lower frequency k0 = 4, 
shows a completely different pattern with the magnitude of the scattered potential at both 
centers decreasing monotonically this time. There is only one crossover at some value 
8 = 81 between 30° and 40°. Below this the interaction is dominant at the shadowed center 
while for values greater than 81 the exposed center takes over. The potential on both faces 
vanishes at 90° as in the case of k0 = 6, a behavior, which is expected for any value of 
k0 • The values of the scattered field at both centers for k0 = 4 is given in table 5. 7. The 
corresponding plots are shown in figures 5-15 and 5-16. 
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Table 5.6: Real and imaginary parts of the scattered potential field G8 at the shadowed and 
exposed center of the disk with respect to the direction 0 of the incident wave for k0 = 6 
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Figure 5· 1:3: Influence of directivity on the scattered potential at k0 = 6; Top: real and 
imaginary part of the potential at the shadowed center; Bottom: real and imaginary part 
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Figure 5-14: Influence of directivity on the magnitude the scattered potential at k0 = 6; o 
-+ the exposed center; x -+ shadowed center. 
Table 5. 7: Real and imaginary parts of the scattered potential field G8 at the shadowed and 
exposed center of the disk with respect to the direction 0 of the incident wave for k0 = 4 
k0 = 4 Exposed[ center Shadow center 
0 a:eal Gfmaa a:eal Gfmaa 
0 1.6194 0.9553 -2.0692 -0.9707 
10 1.5745 0.8077 -1.9624 -0.8340 
20 1.4425 0.4286 -1.6751 -0.4841 
30 1.2403 -0.0197 -1.2954 -0.0655 
40 0.9970 -0.3778 -0.9171 0.2777 
50 0.7461 -0.5609 -0.6011 0.4653 
60 0.5196 -0.5256 -0.3753 0.4441 
70 0.3170 -0.4409 -0.2043 0.3893 
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Figure 5-15: Influence of directivity on the scattered potential at k0 = 4; Top: real and 
imaginary part of the potential at the shadowed center; Bottom: real and imaginary part 
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Figure 5-16: Influence of directivity on the magnitude the scattered potential at ko = 4; o 
➔ the exposed center; x ➔ shadowed center. 
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The magnitude of the non-dimensional unsteady force on the disk is given at various 
angle of incidence for k 0 = 4 and k = 6 in table 5.8 and table 5.9. The force on the disk 
Table 5.8: Magnitude of the unsteady force Fu on the disk at various directions 0 of the incident 
wave for k0 = 4; 
0 0 10 20 40 50 60 80 90 
IFul 5.7761 5.4357 4.5436 2.3463 1.5239 0.9536 0.2626 6.4427e-08 
Table 5.9: Magnitude of the unsteady force Fu on the disk at various directions 0 of the incident 
wave for k0 = 6; 
0 0 5 10 15 30 89 
6.5604 6.3088 5.5992 4.5551 1.0882 0.0237 
decreases monotonically as the angle of incidence varies from 0° to 90°, which predicts the 




The diffraction of sound by a circular thin disk has been investigated numerically by solving 
the three-dimensional Helmholtz equation subject to the hard sound condition on the 
disk and the Sommerfeld radiation condition. The solution at the center of the disk is 
required for application to the train-tunnel problem, and has been tabulated and plotted 
with respect to the wavenumber at oblique angles of incidence 0 = 10° and 30°. The 
corresponding results at the supplementary angles 180° - 0 can be deduced from the angles 
investigated, and the solution at angle 0 = 90° yields a uniformly zero scattered field at 
all frequencies. Therefore results corresponding to several distinct values of the incident 
angle for a wide range of frequencies have been made available for the calculation of non-
compact Green's function g for the train-tunnel scattering problem. The variation of the 
potential at the center of the disk with respect to the angle was also studied at the fixed 
wavehumbers k0 = 4 and k0 = 6 showing different patterns for the two wavenumbers. 
The interaction of the sound with the disk was further examined in terms of the resulting 
unsteady force on the disk. The analysis performed at a selected incident angle 0 = 10° 
predicts a stronger interaction at low frequencies due to the single signed values of the 
potential jump over the surface of the disk. The magnitude of the force tends to zero at 
higher frequencies as the distribution over the surface of the disk presents an odd parity. 
The results were obtained within an acceptable error bound based on the best possible 
estimate of the exact solution. However, the imaginary part of the solution was more 
sensitive to errors compared to the real part. The solutions at high and low frequencies 
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were more difficult to compute because a large number of grid points was required in the 
computational domain. In fact, satisfying the conditions of a sufficiently fine mesh on the 
surface of the disk and of a sufficiently distant boundary for application of the radiation 
condition was a challenge. The high frequency limiting case was satisfied based on the 
average value of the total field at the center of the disk; at high frequency the total field 
at the center oscillates with a decreasing amplitude about the value 2, which corresponds 
to twice the amplitude of the incident wave. A benchmark calculation performed for a 
normally incident wave on the disk was in good agreement with the exact and experimental 
results presented by Sleator [5]. This supports our validation and verification procedures, 
which imply minimal error in the numerical solution. 
The numerical solution relied only upon the flexibility of the Conjugate Gradient Nor-
mal Residual to ensure convergence to the solution. Highly sophisticated preconditioners 
were not employed so that our computer-runs tended to be long. The average time taken at 
high frequencies was a.bout 15 hours on the IBM RS/6000 SP supercomputer. Acceleration 
is certainly possible by using an appropriate complex sparse linear solver on a parallelized 
version and a radiation condition that would further reduce the computational domain. 
Appendix A 
Discretized equations for points at 
the borders of the computation 
domain 
This appendix contains the equations for the vertices (VE), edges (E), and faces (F) as 
described in section 3.3. 








(3x1 - 3ZN - 3iiN + 2!1(ikof1NN - l))GfNN - 4x1G~NN + X1G3NN = 0 (A.4) 
VENu: 
(A.5) 
(-3XN - 3iiN + 3z1 + 2!1(ikofNNl - l))GNNl - 4z1GNN2 + z1GNN3 = 0 (A.7) 
VENNN: 
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Point source and far-field plane 
wave approximation 
This section is meant to justify the normalization of the inputted incident wave in the 
solution of the scattering problem. Since the problem assumes an incoming incident wave 
from a point source far away from the scattering disk, the far-field approximation can be 
applied to the point source potential field. Physically, a point source in the far-field implies 
a plane wave at the observation point. This can be shown as follow: 




In the far-field, or Fraunhofer approximation, Ix - YI may be replaced by 
in the exponential, and by 
in the denominator. 
X·Y lx-yl = lxl- -lxl 
lx-yl = lxl 




since u = fxr is a unit vector along x direction, C0 can be expressed as: 
or 
where A(lxl) = -::i:r1 and ko = kofi. The latter expression of C0 is the potential for a 
plane wave propagating as a function of y in the x direction at frequency k0 . 
Then, C0 normalized by A(!xl) gives 
which is a plane wave of unit amplitude propagating toward the disk along the direction 
of the vector position x. This normalization allows the scattered field magnitude to be of 
0(1), which is more convenient in the numerical calculation. 
Appendix C 
Boundary errors verification for 
other values of the wavenumbers 
Additional boundary errors investigation is performed here at two other values of k0 = 7 
and k0 = 5. The procedure is the same as that described in section 4.1. Lis varied to reach 
a certain limit, then the value of the scattered field corresponding to this limit is chosen 
as the best estimate. Values of the field at the shadowed and exposed centers of the disk 
and the percent error with respect to the best estimate are tabulated and plotted. 
For k0 = 7, the value of mis chosen with respect to the radius of the disk f = 1, and is 
set to 12; that is choosing 12 grid points per radius of the disk. This is equivalent to about 
11 points per wavelength. The values are summarized in table C.1. A plot of these values 
yields figure C·l and figure C-2. Figure C-1 shows a qualitative view of the normalized 
solution at the shadowed and exposed centers of the disk while figure C-2 displays the 
actual percent error with respect to the best possible estimated values given by L = 5. 
Figure C-2 plots the percent error with respect to the best estimate. Once again it can be 
seen that the imaginary part is more affected by boundary errors. A better percent error is 
obtained for values of L beyond 2.5 for the imaginary part; it is below 2.5%. The real part 
of the solution is well behaved and percent error oscillates below 1.09% for all values of L. 
Thus, values of L greater than 2.5 can be considered more reliable in term of boundary 
errors attenuation. 
k0 = 5, for 12 points per wavelength yields the values in table C.2 and the fig-
ures C-3 and C-4 respectively for the field values at both centers and the corresponding 
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Table C.l: boundary errors verification for k0 = 7: G ➔ normalized scattered solution; %G ➔ 
percent error w.r.t the best estimate; First subscript 1 -t exposed center, 2 ➔ shadow center; 
Second subscript 1 ➔ real part, 2 -t imaginary part. 
L 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
N 37 49 61 73 85 97 109 121 
Gu 1.1638 1.1610 1.1618 1.1513 1.1508 1.1557 1.1516 1.1634 
G12 0.4127 0.4172 0.4181 0.4057 0.4084 0.3954 0.3970 0.3983 
G21 -1.4252 -1.4140 -1.4054 -1.3939 -1.3914 -1.3969 -1.3944 -1.4053 
G22 -0.4312 -0.4286 -0.4357 -0.4224 -0.4227 -0.4105 -0.4119 -0.4140 
%Gu 0.0362 0.2041 0.1392 1.0381 1.0825 0.6605 1.0187 0 
%G12 3.6133 4.7328 4.9775 1.8521 2.5333 0.7383 0.3193 0 
%G21 1.4138 0.6176 0.0060 0.8093 0.9855 0.5971 0.7745 0 
%G22 4.1459 3.5275 5.2372 2.0124 2.1032 0.8657 0.5141 0 
Table C.2: boundary errors verification for k0 = 5: G ➔ normalized scattered solution; %G ➔ 
percent error w.r.t the best estimate; First subscript 1 -t exposed center, 2 ➔ shadow center; 
Second subscript 1 ➔ real part, 2 ➔ imaginary part. 
l 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 
L ,!_7f 4,r 7f ti7f "/7f lS7f i,,r 271" T fi T T T T 
N 37 49 61 73 85 97 109 121 
Gu 1.2459 1.2553 1.2517 1.2527 1.2576 1.2495 1.2556 1.2517 
G12 -0.0724 -0.0740 -0.0612 -0.0718 -0.0653 -0.0665 -0.0671 -0.0647 
G21 -1.2049 -1.2156 -1.2126 -1.2115 -1.2164 -1.2068 -1.2126 -1.2083 
G22 0.1382 0.1406 0.1284 0.1402 0.1344 0.1351 0.1368 0.1340 
%G11 0.4624 0.2942 0.0048 0.0852 0.4709 0.1756 0.3166 0 
%G12 11.9760 14.3161 5.4673 10.9809 1.0101 2.8640 3.6917 0 
%G21 0.2806 0.6014 0.3555 0.2641 0.6737 0.1265 0.3545 0 
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Figure C-1: Normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed centers with respect: to 
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Figure C-2: Percent error on normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed centers 
with respect to the best estimated value given by the largest possible value of L; k0 = 7 
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percent error. L = l).. = f2;. The percent error on the real part is very small for all 
lengths considered with a value below 0.8%. As noted for the other values of wavelength 
investigated a higher percent error is observed on the imaginary part of the solution with 
a maximum of 15% at both centers. It can be noticed once again that lengths of domain 
greater than 2.5 wavelengths yield a lesser percent error on the imaginary part, a percent 
error below 10%. 
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Figure C-3: Normalized scattered field at shadowed and exposed centers with respect to 
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Appendix D 
Unsteady force on the disk 
The non-dimensional unsteady force on the disk is derived as a function of the non-
dimensional jump of potential in this appendix. 
The force :F on the disk is given in terms of the pressure difference on both faces of the 
disk as: 
:F = l [p]dS 
where (p] denotes the presure jump. Since the pressure p is given in terms of the velocity 
potential by - p/1,: 
where Po is the density. 
Assuming the time dependence term e-iwt where w is the frequency, <p and F can be 
written: <p = <f>e-iwt and :F = Fe-iwt. Therefore, 
= -iWPo l [¢] dS 
2 
Now,¢, which has the dimension of surface x time-1, can be written¢= itG where 
G is the non-dimensional velocity potential and c0 the speed of the soung in the medium. 
Also, dS can be non-dimensionalized with respect to the area of the disk as 1rR2dS. 
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Insertion of these expressions ini that of the force yields 
Thus, the non-dimensional force on the disk in the frequency domain can be written 
- F h -F == -- = [G]dS 
PoC~1rR2 s 
Appendix E 
Potential field visualization on 
whole disk surface 
The magnitude of the scattered potential in yz-plane containing the disk is visualized at 
selected values of the wavenumber k0 = 3 and 12 for a fixed angle of incidence 0 = 10°. 
Directly below each color plot is plotted the magnitude along z-axis. The jump of potential 
across the disk is also visualized. 
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Figure E-1: Magnitude of scattered potential on whole disk surface and along z-axis for 
the wavenumber k0 = 3 at a fixed angle of incidence 0 = 10°. 
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JG5J on exposed face at k R=12 
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Figure E-2: Magnitude of scattered potential on whole disk surface and along z-axis for 
the wavenumber k0 = 12 at a fixed angle of incidence 0 = 10°. 
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Figure E-3: Jump of potential across the disk for selected values of wavenumber k0 = 3 
and 32 at a fixed angle of incidence 0 = 10°. 
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